TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR REFERRER OF LE VITALISEUR DE MARION (As
of April 24, 2019)

Article 1: Purpose of the referral
The referral procedure grants the referrer a free Le Vitaliseur de Marion after
a certain number of Vitaliseurs have been ordered by the referral recipients
(Vitaliseur Grand Chef, Petit Robinson). The referral recipients also receive a
discount on their purchase.
Article 2: Conditions of referral
For a referral recipient residing in France or outside Metropolitan France. The
referral system is open to all adult natural persons who own a Vitaliseur. The
referral procedure may be implemented in Metropolitan France and Outside
Metropolitan France according to the conditions listed hereafter.
Procedure:
To become a referrer:
1. Log in to your account on the Vitaliseur shop site
http://shop.vitaliseurdemarion.fr/login
2. Click on "Refer us to others". You'll receive an email within 24 hours
(excluding weekends and holidays) confirming the activation of your
referrer account.

How to offer your friends referral discount:
1. Log in to your "Vitaliseur shop" account on
http://shop.vitaliseurdemarion.fr/login If you've placed an order
after April 1, 2016, sign in with the email address and password you
chose when you created your account. Otherwise, send an email to
contact@vitaliseur.net to request your login details.

2 - Click on "my referrals"

3 - Enter the email address of the person you wish to recommend the product
to (or your own, if you wish to order Le Vitaliseur with the referral discount).

Conditions for referrers in Metropolitan France (from exceptional prices
on the website http://shop.vitaliseurdemarion.fr/):
•
•
•
•
•

Petit Robinson for €140 instead of €167
Le Duo céramique for €62 instead of €68
Le Vitaliseur Grand Chef for €205 instead of €230
Le Pack Vitaliseur Grand Chef for €249 instead of €274
Le Trio Grand Chef for €72 instead of €82

Conditions for referrers OUTSIDE Metropolitan France (from exceptional
prices on the website http://shop.vitaliseurdemarion.fr/):
- €22.50 discount on the Petit Robinson price before tax
- €5.00 discount on the Duo céramique price before tax
- €20.83 discount on the Vitaliseur Grand Chef price before tax
- €20.83 discount on the Pack Vitaliseur Grand Chef price before tax
- €8.33 discount on the Trio Grand Chef price before tax
4- Enter your friends' email addresses and a discount code (valid for five days
for an order of one or more products) will be sent to them offering them a
preferential rate.
5- In order to receive this discounted rate, the referral recipient must add the
product to their cart on http://shop.vitaliseurdemarion.fr/ then log in or
create an account with the email address that was indicated by the referrer.
Then, upon selecting the method of payment, the referral recipient must enter
his/her personal details and discount code in the space designated for this
purpose. The referral discount shall automatically be deducted from the total
amount.

6- If your referral recipient places an order, it will be shown in the table
located in your "referrer area" on
http://shop.vitaliseurdemarion.fr/prescripteur (this only applies when your
referral recipient orders a Vitaliseur Grand Chef, a Pack Grand Chef or a Petit
Robinson. Le Trio Grand Chef or Le Duo does not count towards your
referrals).
7- You'll receive an email after the 6th referral to obtain the free Duo or Trio
Grand Chef. You can opt to wait for a 7th referral so as to obtain a Petit
Robinson, or an 8th for a Vitaliseur Grand Chef or an 9th for a pack Vitaliseur
Grand Chef.

Article 3: Conditions for a free Vitaliseur
The referrer should log in to his profile on the website
http://shop.vitaliseurdemarion.fr/login
In the space "my referrer account", the referrer may:
- make a code request to send a recommendation to someone
- see who has ordered thanks to his/her recommendation
Anyone who orders thanks to the referrer (or the referrer himself) using the
code previously sent by email, shall receive a discounted rate on the Duo or
Trio Grand Chef and/or Le Petit Robinson and/or Le Vitaliseur Grand Chef
and/or le Pack vitaliseur de Marion.
Each purchase made through the referrer (or by him/her) will be counted. The
model chosen by the referral recipient does not affect the counting of the
referrals (1 Vitaliseur = 1 referral).

NOTE: Le Trio Grand Chef or Le Duo accessory does not count as a
referral.
The referrer can then choose between:
- Le Trio Grand Chef or Le Duo céramique (after 6 referrals)
- Le Petit Robinson (after 7 referrals)
- Le Vitaliseur Grand Chef (after 8 referrals)
- Le Pack Vitaliseur Grand Chef (after 9 referrals)
For example:
If the referrer has referred 8 Vitaliseurs, he can choose between
- 1 Trio Grand Chef or 1 Duo céramique for 6 referrals

- 1 Petit Robinson for 7 referrals
- 1 Vitaliseur Grand Chef for 8 referals or wait for an 9th referral to obtain the
Pack Vitaliseur Grand Chef
If he chooses the Trio Grand Chef, he will have 2 referrals left over (8-6)
If he chooses the Vitaliseur, he will have 0 referrals left over.
Article 4: Conditions concerning the Referrer
The referrer must be owner of a Vitaliseur before the start of the referral
process.
Article 5: Conditions concerning the Referral Recipient
The Referral Recipient must place an order within 120h (i.e. 5 days) after
receiving the referral code by email. The order must be placed only on
http://shop.vitaliseurdemarion.fr/
Article 6: Duration
The present referral procedure is open in Metropolitan France and the whole
world for the duration of minimum one year from 01/01/2019.
Article 7: Methods of payment
The Referral procedure allows the Referrer to make referrals to one or more
Referral Recipients without limiting either the date or the number of referral
recipients.
The Referrer must fill in the email addresses of the referral recipients on the
website
http://shop.vitaliseurdemarion.fr/prescripteur
An email address with a promotional code is sent to the referral recipient as
soon as the referrer has entered his/her email address on
http://shop.vitaliseurdemarion.fr/prescripteur
Nutrition Quantique reserves the right to exclude from the Referral Procedure
any person who, after investigation, is found to have engaged in it
fraudulently. Nutrition Quantique reserves the right to delete the account of
any person putting this referral offer on their website/blog or any advertising

website or website of sales between individuals (eg. leboncoin etc.). The
Referral system is a means of promoting the Vitaliseur through
communication and advice.
Nutrition Quantique cannot, however, incur any liability to subscribers for
frauds committed.
Article 8: Validation of the referrals and attribution of the reward
The Referrals shall be validated after the order has been placed by the referral
recipient and the referrer's electronic file has been checked by Nutrition
Quantique. Accordingly, (1) Vitaliseur shall be added to the counting on the
Referrer's referral account. After a certain number of referral recipients have
been referred (see article 3 above), Nutrition Quantique shall send (1)
Vitaliseur, free of charge, of the referrer's choice to the address indicated in
his/her profile.
For the Referrer, the discount shall be applied upon ordering.
Any Vitaliseur given out free of charge cannot be exchanged for cash or
anything else of any other kind.
Article 9: Personal data
The Referrers and Referral recipient(s) are informed that the personal data
required are saved as part of the present Referral procedure and will not be
used for other purposes, except for assigning the reward. The personal data
collected in connection with this transaction are processed in accordance with
Law n°2004-801 of August 6, 2004 on the protection of natural persons with
regard to processing personal data and amending Law n°78-17 of January 6,
1978. The right of access, rectification or opposition can be exercised by
writing to: Nutrition Quantique BP 5057 83091 Toulon Cedex, enclosing proof
of identity.
Any questions? Contact us at contact@vitaliseur.net or on+33 (0)4.94.01.22.61

